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1. Welcome, Call to Order 

Kevin Harris, Production Cost Data Subcommittee (PCDS) Vice Chair, called the meeting to 

order at 10:34 a.m. on October 5, 2021. A quorum was present to conduct business. A list of 

attendees is attached as Exhibit A. 

2. Review WECC Antitrust Policy 

Tyler Butikofer, System Adequacy Planning Engineer, read aloud the WECC Antitrust Policy 

statement. The meeting agenda included a link to the posted policy. 

3. Approve Agenda 

Mr. Harris introduced the proposed meeting agenda. 

On a motion by Chifong Thomas, the PCDS approved the agenda. 

4. Review and Approve Previous Meeting Minutes 

Mr. Harris introduced the minutes from the meeting on September 28, 2021.  

Approval was moved to postponed as the minutes were only posted October 4, 2021.  

5. Heat Rate Curves 

Paul Deaver, California Energy Commission (CEC), presented the proposed schedule for 

updating heat rate curves for the 2032 anchor data set (ADS) production cost model (PCM).  

Mr. Harris discussed the IO curve, generic term, technically would be the fuel input and 

generation output, the average heat rate (HR) curve. The average HR curve allows for 

understanding the economics of system operation; the higher the average HR of a generator 

unit is, the more expensive it is to run. The third component of the IO curve is the incremental 

heat rate. Once the unit is committed to run, and is at minimum, the incremental HR tells you 

how much the next MW is going to cost.   

Mr. Harris used an example to demonstrate the impact on using plant gross output to line up 

with the Power Flow (PF) versus using plant net HR as it would be more critical to unit 

commitment in the PCM. The fuel burn is the same in both, but Station Service (SS) takes away 

the generation that goes to market, so you reduced the denominator of the number you’re 
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dividing by which increases your HR. That’s net, going to gross increases the deviser which 

lowers the value making it look cheaper than market.   

Mr. Harris added, in the power flow, SS is typically on the same bus as the generator. As far as 

what the market sees, it would be outside the power plant, or at the upside of the step-up 

transformer (at the point of interconnection). The MWs might be different in the PF then the 

PCM because it has been reduced. The transformation can be part of SS. Further, Mr. Harris 

asserted, it is easier to explain with a coal unit: 

In PF, all coal units have SS whereas, only half of CCCTs do (for a coal unit, take the coal and 

grind it to powder, and you have air handling equipment that pushes it out of the stack. This 

creates resistance, about 10% of plant capacity, in CEMS data the diff is gross). Looking at the 

histogram, we see 655 MW max cut-of. Whereas the public data has it rated at 600 MW.  This 

leads to the conclusion there is a 55 MW SS.    

What needs to be done is to export hour from PCM, using the round-trip, and make sure the 

adjustment does not exceed what comes from the “Reference Case – PF”.   

Mr. Harris summarized, Pnet needs to be used in the PCM to get the right economic dispatch, 

Pgross leads to uneconomic commit and dispatch. 

The presentation is posted to the WECC website. 

Model Type for generating units 

Mr. Harris discussed the need for having generator unit types in the PCM dataset. After much 

conversation, meeting participants agreed to the following process:  

• Short term for GV enhancement validation (detailed plan was outlined in PCMS meeting 

by BK Ketineni, Transmission Planning Engineer, separately);  

o Yi Zhang, California Independent System Operator (CAISO) is needing data 

types for testing the enhanced GridView algorithm (concerns were voiced about 

who will provide that? Staff, Mr. Harris?); 

• With provided input data (model type, generic data for heat rate, VOM, derate, etc.);  

o Verify the new GridView enhanced features can calculate the incremental heat 

rate correctly for generators that do not have historical data; 

o Verify derate can be captured correctly (note that monthly or seansonal derate 

need to be provided as input); and 

o Verify other operational parameters of thermal generators based on generic data;  

• Generic Model Type – we need to identify what each of the units are, so we can go back 

to using the generic data;  

• We have GADS data for EFOR and Maintenance; 

• We have Plant VOM operating data; 

https://www.wecc.org/_layouts/15/WopiFrame.aspx?sourcedoc=/Administrative/Net%20and%20Gross%20HR%20Calc_v02.xlsx&action=default&DefaultItemOpen=1
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• We have thermal data from Intertek that needs to be entered and tracked for the 

different types, so Mr. Zhang can use in the testing; 

• We have the Heat Rate curves derived for future generic units; and 

• Suggested would be to have Mr. Butikofer export existing data from current PCM and 

for Mr. Ketineni to focus on formatting the data consistent ABB new data structure, 

using the new GridView Version. 

In summary 

• Collate existing supply and coming up with appropriate model types 

o Start with the types we have from Intertek, determine model types (e.g., CCs, 

GTs - F, E, G…etc.); 

o What’s the appropriate leads to the GADS data and to the Intertek data as far as 

generic assumptions? 

• Review Existing Generation for model types;   

o Do we define the non-dispatchable or not? 

• Define appropriate model Types; 

o Verify whether each unit is dispatchable or non-dispatchable; 

o Review restriction to minimal dispatchability (Physics dictates minimums on the 

unit); and 

o The challenge is deciding how to handle the non-dispatchable.  The complexity 

does not stop with technology.  Considerations needs to be given to State 

Policies, requirements for regulations, etc; 

▪ CAISO models Co-gen as hourly resources and non-CAISO co-gen as 

dispatchable; 

▪ Different States \ BAAS adhere to different policies; 

▪ Modeling Geothermal is also an anomaly; they can be curtailed but are 

not dispatchable; and 

▪ State policies.  

• We need to have consistent assumptions, especially if data is considered confidential; 

o Public data said it’s a gas turbine (about 50 MW, L derivative) – model 

dispatchable to market; 

o We have a procedure for AESO, co-gen; model as non-dispatchable; 

o California non-dispatchable supply – take direction from ISO; 

o Units outside of CAISO, in the US system – check with gen owner; 

• Create Focus group to develop work plan to identify the tasks addressed above.  (Model 

type dispatchability. Define and implement model type. 

Mr. Zhang presented on the GridView Model Update. This presentation was also given during 

the October 4, 2021, Production Cost Modeling Subcommittee (PCMS) meeting. 
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The presentation is posted to the WECC website. 

6. Access to Geo Coordinates 

Mr. Harris presented on access to geo coordinates.  

He offered four examples of how to determine if a unit is dispatchable or non-dispatchable. 

The presentation is posted to the WECC website. 

7. Status of ADS Documentation 

Jon Jensen, System Adequacy Engineer, gave an update on the status of ADS documentation. 

The last day for the ADS review is October 8, 2021.  The document has been out for about three 

weeks, although there has not been much response on it. Mr. Jensen plans to post a new version 

of this on October 11 and is hopeful that it can be approved in the next meeting October 12, 

2021. 

8. Public Comment 

No comments were received. 

9. Review of Previous Action Items 

Laura Cuagliotti, Administrative Assistant, reviewed action items carried over from the PCDS 

meeting on September 28, 2021. Action items that are not closed and will be carried forward can 

be found here. 

10. Review of New Action Items 

• Review Existing Generation for model type. 

Assigned To: Tyler Butikofer 

Due Date: October 12, 2021 

• Verify unit dispatchability. 

Assigned To: Tyler Butikofer, BK Ketineni, Yi Zhang, Jamie Austin 

Due Date: October 26, 2021 

• Create a focus group to develop work plan defining and implementing model type 

dispatchability. 

Assigned to: Byron Woertz 

Due Date: October 26, 2021 

11. Upcoming Meetings 

October 12, 2021 ................................................................................... Virtual 

https://www.wecc.org/_layouts/15/WopiFrame.aspx?sourcedoc=/Administrative/GridViewModelUpdate.pptx&action=default&DefaultItemOpen=1
https://www.wecc.org/_layouts/15/WopiFrame.aspx?sourcedoc=/Administrative/Substation_Coordinates_2021_1004a.xlsx&action=default&DefaultItemOpen=1
https://www.wecc.org/Administrative/PCDS%20Action%20Items.xlsx?Web=1
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October 19, 2021 ................................................................................... Virtual 

October 26, 2021 ................................................................................... Virtual 

12. Adjourn 

Ms. Austin adjourned the meeting without objection at 12:15 p.m. 
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Exhibit A: Attendance List 

Members in Attendance 

Jamie Austin ...................................................................................................................................... PacifiCorp 

Ben Brownlee ......................................................................................................................... Energy Strategies 

Michael Granados .................................................................. Los Angeles Department of Water and Power 

Kevin Harris .................................................................................................................................... Harris PCM 

Effat Moussa ........................................................................................................... San Diego Gas and Electric 

Nader Samaan .................................................................................... Pacific Northwest National Laboratory 

Chifong Thomas............................................................................................................. Thomas Grid Advisor 

Bharat Vyakaranam ........................................................................... Pacific Northwest National Laboratory 

Stan Williams ................................................................... Bonneville Power Administration—Transmission 

Jonathan Young ............................................................... Bonneville Power Administration—Transmission 

Yi Zhang ......................................................................................... California Independent System Operator 

Members not in Attendance 

Lee Alter ......................................................................................................................... Tucson Electric Power 

Hazel Aragon .................................................................................................. California Energy Commission 

Jose Diaz ................................................................................. Los Angeles Department of Water and Power 

Christopher Fecke-Stoudt .......................................................................... Arizona Public Service Company 

Monica Garcia .......................................................................................................... El Paso Electric Company 

Manuel Gomez ......................................................................................................... El Paso Electric Company 

Chris Hagman ........................................................................................... American Transmission Company 

Bill Hosie ................................................................................................. PSI Power System Innovation Corp. 

Greg Howes............................................................................................................. Colorado Springs Utilities 

Tito Inga-Rojas ...................................................................... British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority 

Anders Johnson ................................................................ Bonneville Power Administration—Transmission 

Harris Lee ............................................................................................................................... Salt River Project 

Amy Li .................................................................................................. Southern California Edison Company 

John Liang ....................................................................... Public Utility District No. 1 of Snohomish County 
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Peter Mackin ............................................................................................................................. GridBright, Inc. 

Akhil Mandadi ............................................................................................ Arizona Public Service Company 

John D. Martinsen ........................................................... Public Utility District No. 1 of Snohomish County 

Ahlmahz Negash ....................................................................................................................... Tacoma Power 

Daniel Ramirez....................................................................................................................... Energy Strategies 

Sirisha Tanneeru ........................................................... Public Service Company of Colorado (Xcel Energy) 

Xiaobo Wang .................................................................................. California Independent System Operator 

Di Xiao .................................................................................................. Southern California Edison Company 

Yi Zhang ......................................................................................... California Independent System Operator 

Others in Attendance 

Tyler Butikofer ......................................................................................................................................... WECC 

Laura Cuagliotti ....................................................................................................................................... WECC 

Irina Green ..................................................................................... California Independent System Operator 

Nick Hatton .............................................................................................................................................. WECC 

Nicole Lee ................................................................................................................................................. WECC 

Chelsea Loomis ...............................................................................................................................NWPP-RTA 

Tacke Spencer.................................................................................................................................Aurign Corp 

Dan Schaefer .......................................................................................................................... Salt River Project 


